Read each sentence. What do you think of when you read the **bold** word? Write a sentence about something in your life that relates to the **bold** word.

1. The salsa Lillian put on her burrito was very **spicy**. It made her mouth feel like it was on fire!

   _I think of red pepper when I hear the word spicy. My dad likes to put lots of red pepper on his pizza, but it is too spicy for me._

2. Mason’s bedroom is very **clean**. His bed is always made and you never see any clothes on the floor.

   _When I hear the word clean, I think of ___________________________"

3. Charlie’s kitty, Roxie, is so **silly**. She likes to hide in small spaces like shoes and even tissue boxes!

   _When I hear the word silly, I think of ___________________________

4. Rodolfo feels **tiny** when he stands next to his dad. But he knows that 1 day he will be grow to be tall and strong too!

   _When I hear the word tiny, I think of ___________________________

5. “Yum,” Carolina said as she took a bite of the **juicy** apple.

   _When I hear the word juicy, I think of ___________________________
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